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friendly, and she can tell the
difference between RGB and the BBC.
But best of all, between making
excellent coffee — which she serves
without the resentful look of someone
who has much better things to do
with her time — she grabs hold of the
controls of the video editing suite and
imposes her will on the bewildering
array of equipment before her.

Skill, concern and efficiency are
the vital components of any
service company. Pam displays
the best characteristics of
Triangle, but it's the
perspicacity of the three
founder directors which
serves to demonstrate
the business philosophy

Graham Wayne goes to see the company
which married the Amiga to commercial video

and attitudes of the and talks to the directors who are scaling new heightscompany to its
clients. And the
emphasis of the
interview that followed remained
firmly on the quality of the many
related services Triangle provides.

David Weaver was operating a tape
duplication company called Video
Action Services, which today forms
part of the Triangle geometry. He
wanted to get into programme
production. and after meeting Peter
Barrett and fohn Chalk, who were
already producing high quality promo
and corporate videos, the three sides
of the Triangle management were
drawn.
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new Amiga 1000 in 1985. He had
ersistent visions of a new and

exciting range of possibilities for the
machine when used in conjunction
with video, mainly for titling and
graphics.

Triangle Television took it upon
themselves to break all the new
ground needed to solve the problems
in getting a usable signal on to video
tape at a quality that would be
acceptable to their clients. Later they
went on to produce broadcast quality
computer graphics using the A2000.

But it was thanks to the then
Commodore MD, Chris Kady, that
Triangle became an Amiga dealer.
They showed him their latest video, a
promo of Skyfox for Electronic Arts
featuring graphics produced on the
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,  The
"perfect k.
triangle

Amiga, which so impressed Kady that
he urged them to combine their
technical expertise and recently
gained insights into Amigaware in a
dealership targeted at the previously
disregarded market of programme
production.

Triangle claim, not without
substance, that it was they who
demonstrated to Commodore the
potential of the machine in this area.
By this time. they were using it "for
virtually everything we d ie ,  says
John Chalk.

Tracing the steady rise of
Triangular fortune, the first point
David mentions is that of expertise.
"You can't pop into your local
computer shop and say — look, I've
got a low-band VTR, or a Video 8
system.... any k ind of machine for
that matter.... and I want to buy a
genlock to use with an Amiga.
Basically, they don't know what
you're talking about.

"Because we specialised in this area
it meant we could learn. We came to
know a lot about it. We didn't stock
anything else, just Amigas and half a
dozen bits of software, which meant
you can put all your resources into
learning the stuff backwards".

These days. Triangle stock a
slightly expanded range of software
but they stick to their original
principles. They admit to being
tempted by the Archimedes for a

while, but eventually had to discount
it due to the lack of software support.

The directors agreed that they
didn't want to get into a situation
where there was conflict between the
systems on offer to their customers
and they coupled this with the
income derived from the diverse
number of services they offer, which
today include tape duplication,
various bureaux services, training and
a plush, up-market editing suite in
addition to their Commodore
dealership.

Peter claims: "We're not dependant
on selling Amiga& When you're
talking to a customer, you're not
thinking 'I've got to sell this machine
in order to get paid this week' or 'I'm
going to sell this item, because I make
a better margin on it'. In fact,
sometimes we actually put people off.
People do ring up wanting the Amiga
to do quite inappropriate things and
we say to them 'look, you don't
actually want an Amiga at all'".
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clientele, which includes
regional police forces, several
advertising agencies and many
individuals, as well as other
programme production companies.

Programme makers quickly come to
realise the potential for improving the
quality of their productions by using



The Triangle editing suite

the Amiga to create effects, graphics
and animation that would otherwise
be prohibitively expensive using
dedicated systems.

An awareness of the potential often
requires thorough explanation and
demonstration, which Triangle are
only too pleased to provide, so long
as they end up selling something.

Inquiries are usually directed
towards making titles for
programmes, but, as David explains:
"Once you start talking to them and
you tell them that titling only takes up
10 per cent of the power of the
machine, they realise there's a whole
new world opening up. The Amiga is
capable of so much more",
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NUPE, who produce elaborate
videos with many different forms of
graphic input from the Amiga,
illustrating such complex issues as
pay structure and industrial relations.
NUPE had to be shown the potential
of the system and in a way that they
could understand.

David continues: "Some of our
customers are retired. We have one
chap who makes videos on how to tie
knots. He's written books on it and
now he's making videos doing
animated knots on the Amiga. He's
really built his system up. He started
with a basic system but now he's got

seven megs of memory installed. He
really got into it".

On the subject of hardware, I asked
what kind of systems they supplied to
serious users. From the answers, it
seemed that Triangle were not
concerned with selling as big a
system as they could, but fitting the
system to the client, although Peter
admits "our biggest system is the
A2000 with 2 floppy drives, hard
disc, 9 meg of memory with a turbo

• H O L S E  C A L L S

board and a 32 bit processor".
David, who seems to be interrupt

driven, interjects: "That's what we
call our Monster Machine, It's the
system we supply to ad agencies who
want the meanest machine they can
get, crammed with every single thing
you could imagine".

Ever the sensible one, Peter points
out: "But of course the entry level
machine is still an A500. If  you have
the modulator, you can connect the
composite video out to your VCR and
record straight off the Amiga on to
videotape for C399".
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most popular items are
Fantavision, for its ease of use: Pro
Video, a comprehensive titling
package; D-Paint 2, as much for its
widespread acceptance as a defacto
standard as for its wide ranging
features, and Sculpt 3D.

Training is another important angle
of the Triangle set up. This service
comprises two distinct parts, free (if
you buy a system) and a chargeable
service.

John Chalk will spend time with the
client showing him or her how it all
goes together. This takes an hour for

A Triangle video explains complex issues such as pay and industrial relations
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the smaller configurations and up to
half a day for the larger set ups. They
call the service an introduction, where
they will demonstrate how to wire it
up, run it and look after your work.

As David puts it: "Basically we
show them how to get started". John:
"The introduction is tailored to their
need. I normally ask exactly what
they want to do. Otherwise, I  can
spend time showing them things
about the system, but half the time
they might be learning nothing that
actually applies to their needs.

"The idea is that they can go
straight back home, plug it in and
start doing what they bought the
machine for. But a lot of our
customers don't do the introduction
straight away. They take the machine
home, use it and write down a long
list of questions when they get
confused and then come back and say
'How do I do this?' You can't predict
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how they're going to get on with the
system, or what problems they w ill
have".

For more specialised applications
Triangle also run-training schemes at
various levels of technical sk ill and
cost, often lasting several weeks,
especially when using the Amiga is
combined with the technical aspects
of editing, which they are ideally
placed to demonstrate using the
sophisticated high-bandllo-band
11-matic editing suite on the premises.
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Television is one of intense,
ordered activity. The phones never
stop ringing — and do get answered
expeditiously by the gracious Pam —
people are coming and going at a
rapid rate. Triangle are about to
launch a range of genlocks (the device
that allows mixing of computer and
video signals) for  the Amiga which

they designed themselves to exacting
standards.

Also new is the Hitachi VY25E PAL
video colour printer, for which
Triangle are offering a bureau service.
John is currently adding the final
touches to an animation that will be
used in muppeteer Jim Henson's new
fi lm Monster Maker, David and Peter
are promoting a video Triangle has
produced called Kit Car Review 1989
(turn your Skoda into a Ferrari). And
there are more projects on the
drawing-board.

If they continue to successfully
expand at this rate, Triangle may have
to re-think Euclid or turn to a
different form of spatial expression.
Maybe we are witnessing the birth of
double-helix television, In any event. I
wish them well.

Triangle Television, 130 Brookwood
Rd:London, SW18 5DD Tel:01-874
3418

Hitachi VY25E PAL colour video printer

N EW in at Triangle Televisionis the Hitachi Colour Video
Printer. This device, which is
approximately the size of a VHS
video recorder, w ill produce near-
photo quality pictures from RGB or
composite video, computers,
videotape, video cameras. CCTV
units, even endoscopes or
microscopes that incorporate video
output.

The unit uses a thermal dye
transfer process at a resolution of
540 x 620 dots (7 dotsimm),
Operation is very simple: Load an
ink cartridge and special paper. the
frame to be printed is captured on
the press of a button in the built-
in memory (which is quoted as
being of one field capacity — PAL
frames are composed of two fields,
one for each scan of the frame in
interlace display).

The VY25E then scans the
captured fi eld three times
extracting red, green and blue and
prints the appropriate
complementary values to produce
an image comprised of cyan,
magenta and yellow. Paper feed is
automatic and although the print
size is small — 100 x 128 mm — the
image is quite clear and it is
possible to pr int four different

images as one frame.
Hitachi also makes a

transparency medium which
requires a different ink  cartridge;
for the fashion-conscious, an
iron-on paper for which the printer

Sample output

will reverse the output so the
image is the right way round and
also an adhesive backed paper for
stickers.

Prints cost about 60p each for
the paper and ink, taking about 1.5

minutes a print. But
before you rush down
to the shops, check
your Amex statement:
the VY25E has costs
E1,500. For the less
affluent, Triangle
Television are offering
a bureau service and
will make prints from
computer art or videos.
The unit was so new

4  t h e y  hadn't had time to
work out how much
they will charge.
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